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With an explosive growth of data generated by various applications, one of the most 
important topics of the current era is to increase the storage capacity. The evolution 
from 2D planar NAND to 3D NAND enables the development of high-density storage by 
increasing the number of stacked word-lines (WLs) in a smaller footprint. The industry 
has moved beyond 96-stacked-WL and achieved a 128-stacked 3D NAND. A 128-stacked 
3b/cell 3D NAND with a density of 7.8Gb/mm2 was reported recently, based on a 
peripheral circuit under cell array (PUC) structure [1]. Nevertheless, due to the constant 
demand for increased density, 3D NAND faces the following challenges [2,3]: (1) a 
reduced PUC area due to an increasing WL stack, (2) increased load due to a higher 
number of stacks and a reduced spacing between WLs, (3) rising WL-channel 
capacitance due to an increasing number of strings, and (4) variation in the RC delay 
between WLs due to the non-uniformity of plug critical dimension (CD). Not only do 
these problems limit the density improvement of 3D NAND, but they also increase the 
WL rise time, which degrades read and write performance. This paper proposes the 
following techniques to overcome these challenges: (1) a 12-stage page buffer (PB) with 
one-to-one (1:1) PBUS(PB to cache connection bus), (2) a variable stage and frequency 
charge pump with a boosted local pump, (3) center X-decoder (XDEC) and half-plane 
activation, (4) an unselected string boosting scheme, and (5) adaptive WL overdrive 
(OVD). By applying these techniques, we achieved a density of 10.8Gb/mm2 in a 176-
stacked 3D NAND using 3b/cell. 
 
In making the transition from 96- to 176-stacked-WL, the cell area of a 176-stacked-
WL is reduced by half, compared to that of 96-stacked-WL. Given the smaller cell area, 
the PUC architecture is not realizable with a 16-stage PB, due to the PB height. Instead, 
a 12-stage PB is used to overcome this problem, as shown in Fig. 30.1.1. Using a 12-
stage PB allows for the number of BL connectors to be reduced from eight to four, and 
to reduce the chip area as well. Each PB applies a 1:1 PBUS connection from the PB to 
the cache to reduce the PB area. A lower PB height allows for small RC loading from 
caches to data path circuits although the caches are located between PB. As a result, 
the proposed architecture reduces the PB height by 56% compared to a 96-stacked 
512Gb 3D NAND. 
 
The WL has the largest capacitance in 3D NAND Flash; hence, the total capacitance has 
increased significantly as the number of stacked-WL increases. A high bias is required 
to make the WLs be in the on-state during operations. This increased capacitance 
requires a large amount of charge to set WLs to the appropriate voltage level. As a result, 
the time and current consumption for WL settling increases, leading to poor read and 
write performance. To avoid this degradation, it is necessary to increase the driving 
capability of the pump. Previously, a novel high-voltage WL generator with a stage-
controlled charge pump was developed for low-power NAND flash [4]. While this 
technique reduces the peak and average current of the charge pump, it has low drivability 
for it to be adopted for a 176-stacked-WL at the reduced pump stage mode. To improve 
drivability a variable stage and frequency scheme and a local-pump boosting scheme 
are used, as shown in Fig. 30.1.2. The local-pump boosting scheme increases both 
current drivability and efficiency, compared to a variable-stage charge pump, because 
it can fully transfer VDD and reduce the Ron of the pre-charge transistor. In addition, the 
variable-stage charge pump with the proposed frequency control technique also enables 
compensation of the low drivability of the previous work. The proposed variable stage 
and frequency-controlled charge pump with the local-pump boosting scheme achieves 
a 46% faster WL drive time than the conventional scheme. 

To overcome read and write performance degradation, due to the large capacitance of 
the 176-stacked-WL, a center-XDEC architecture and half-plane activation are used. In 
Fig. 30.1.3(a) and (b), the center-XDEC with the local WL (LWL) activation scheme are 
shown and compared to the edge-XDEC. The source of each LWL (denoted GWL) is 
placed at the center of each plane for the center-XDEC. The LWL is activated by a bypass 
transistor, which is controlled by a block enable signal (BLKWL). For the center-XDEC, 
two bypass transistors are used to activate the LWLs, which are handled by different 
control signals. Therefore, it is possible to selectively activate a half-plane when a quarter 
page random read is performed. This technique cuts the WL capacitance in half and 
reduces the RC load for the center-XDEC to ¼ of edge-XDEC. This reduces WL settling 
time as well as the current required to charge the WL. The proposed scheme increases 
random read performance by 15% compared to edge-XDEC activation. 
 
With the increase to 176-stacked-WL, the number of strings/BL has increased from four 
to eight, due to the space constraints on the GWL routing line arrangement. At the 
beginning of a read operation, channel initialization is performed for all strings by turning 
on all string-selection transistors (DSL/SSL), regardless of whether they are selected or 
unselected. Therefore, while the WLs rise, the WL-channel capacitance for all strings is 
charged, even for unselected strings; thereby, increasing the WL rise time. As the 
number of strings increases, the WL-channel capacitance for the unselected strings 
doubles, deteriorating read and write performance. To overcome this problem, an 
unselected string boosting scheme is used. Fig. 30.1.4(a) shows the conventional 
channel initialization for a read operation and (b) the proposed scheme. The DSL/SSL 
for the unselected strings are turned on only for the first rising of WL and then turned 
off for the next sequence. Next, the unselected strings are in the floating state so that 
the WL-channel capacitance of the strings is decreased. Additionally, the rising WLs for 
the floating strings self-boosts their channels as shown in Fig. 30.1.4(b); therefore, the 
disturbance during a read operation is decreased. The proposed scheme reduces current 
consumption by 7% and read disturb by 15%. 
 
The non-uniformity of the plug CD increases with the number of WL stacks, due to the 
limitation of the channel-hole etch process; thus, the WL RC delay variation increases. 
The WL OVD scheme can be used to improve the WL RC delay [3]; while effective, it 
has different optimum points depending in the RC values. The proposed. adaptive WL 
OVD scheme, shown in Fig. 30.1.5, overcomes these limitations. The proposed technique 
accommodates four WL groups, depending on their cell locations. The time- and voltage-
offset can be controlled independently for each group. The program time (tPROG) is 
improved by 5%. 
 
Figure 30.1.6 shows the 176-stacked 3D NAND chip and summarizes the performance 
achieved. Based on the proposed techniques, 3D NAND density is improved from 7.8 to 
10.8Gb/mm2. A program throughput of 168MB/s and a read time (tR) of 50μs is achieved. 
This work demonstrates the first 176-stacked 3D NAND 3b/cell, with an increased 
density and improved performance. 
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Figure 30.1.1: Page buffer size reduction with a 12-stage PB schematic.
Figure 30.1.2: The variable-stage and variable-frequency charge pump with a local 
pump boosting scheme.

Figure 30.1.3: XDEC architecture with LWL activation method: (a) Edge XDEC, (b) 
Center XDEC.

Figure 30.1.5: Adaptive WL overdrive. Offset optimization for each WL group 
according to WL RC variation. Figure 30.1.6: (a) Die photograph and (b) performance comparison table.

Figure 30.1.4: Read operation (a) with a conventional channel initialization (b) 
with the proposed unselected string boosting scheme.
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